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Dear Friends of the House of One,
it happens very rarely, but in 2017, both the Jewish and the Muslim New Year were celebrated on the
exact same day, September 21st. We don’t want to miss wishing our Jewish and Muslim friends a (belated)
happy and peaceful New Year 5578 and 1439!

Review
Inter-religious Prayer for Peace at Petriplatz
Amidst the uncovered foundations of the old Latin school we celebrated this year’s Prayer for Peace on
Heritage Day, September 10th. Imam Kadir Sanci was responsible for the main part of the prayer. Every
year one of the three clerics takes on this role alternately. In his sermon he reminded those present of the
responsibility everyone has for making possible a dignified standard for living for people all over the
world.
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16 weeks of „Reformation Summer“ in Wittenberg ended

This summer about half a million people visited the city of Wittenberg, Saxony-Anhalt, on the
occasion of the 500th Anniversary of the Reformation. The “World Reformation Exhibition”, an openair show at the historic city center, ended on September 10th. As part of the exhibition, the House of
One pavilion not only served as a place for discussion and encounter, but was one of the most
popular destinations in Wittenberg over the summer.

Dates & Events
Young House of One final celebration
October 20th, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., Marienkirche, Berlin

Since this May young people from several German cities have been working on their vision of the
future within the Young House of One project. Now we would like to celebrate the end of the project
with a common celebration. There will be presentations of the hands-on building site at Petriplatz
and the various workshops as well as a film premiere, music and theater performances.
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House of One garden remains open on Wednesdays
Wednesdays, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m., Petriplatz, Berlin
Harvesting time at our garden at Petriplatz: Weather permitting, we will continue to open our garden for
the public every Wednesday as long as the plants produce crop. In October we are looking forward to
potatoes, corn, and squash!

House of One in the exhibition „Lieux saints partagés“
Musée de l’histoire de l’immigration, Paris
If you are planning a stay in Paris in the next few months, even there you won’t have to do without
the House of One: In the exhibition „Lieux saints partagés“ of the immigration museum in Paris,
showing the history of the co-existence of the three monotheistic religions in Europe, you will find
the House of One as the most recent example. Through to January 21st, 2018. More information (in
French)
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Last but not least…
...an example of the #HouseofOneSpirit from the USA: When hurricane Harvey struck the city of
Houston, TX, in early September, many orthodox Jews were affected by the destructions. In order to
provide them with kosher meals, Jews, Christians and Muslims worked together. More information

Mit den besten Grüßen
Ihr Team House of One

